
•  Superior bond strength makes strong and dependable 
repairs

•  Bonds to many materials for nearly endless 
applications

•  Tough and flexible compound resists impact damage 
and maintains bond strength 

• Fast and easy application

•  Odorless compound be used without disturbing 
nearby personnel

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

 Conveyor Belt Bellows Tray Repair
 WEAR-FlEx™ 3500 SElF-lEvElINg CompoUND

  WAREHoUSE & DISTRIBUTIoN

•  A major freight distributor uses a 
Bullfrog Bellows Sorting System 
integrated with their conveyor belts. 
This system has 8 sorting trays per belt 
and each sorting tray sits atop an air 
powered, dual-directional bellows. When 
the conveyor belt reaches the appropriate 
junction, without pausing, air fills one 
side of the bellow to directionally tip the 
packages off the sorting tray into the 
proper shipping bin. Damaged sorting 
trays cause packages to hang-up at the 
sorting junction and potentially mis-ship.  

•  Sorting trays cannot be removed from the belt without damaging 
the bellows, so when sorting trays become damaged they remove 
and replace the entire belt section. This 24’ belt is heavy, 
cumbersome, hard to remove, package and protect for shipping to 
a 3rd party repair facility.  Because the outside repairs are time 
consuming, replacement belts must be kept on hand to prevent 
belt downtime. This method of repair required 3 hours of labor 
at the freight distribution facility plus 3rd party repair for a total 
cost of about $2000.  

•  Instead of removing and replacing belt segments whenever one 
or more sorting trays are damaged, Wear-Flex 3500 compound 
allows them to simply attach a new tray on top of the damaged 
one. Using this technique, ALL 8 TRAYS can be repaired and the 
belt placed back in service in as fast as 4 hours. The total repair 
cost for repairing/replacing all 8 trays in a belt section is about 
$350.

Cut away the raised edge from the perimeter of the sorting tray.

Smooth the cut edges and roughen the top of the trimmed tray and 
the bottom of the replacement tray. 

Apply Wear-Flex 3500 compound to the trimmed tray.

Place the new tray onto the trimmed tray and place a heavy object 
onto the tray to prevent movement and to maintain even contact 
while curing.

  WEAR-FlEx™ 3500
Self-Leveling Compound

• Belt splice protection

• Belt gouge filler

•  Bumper pad protection- 
protection from sharp edges 

• Seam sealer

To order, call 1.800.336.0450    Visit us at www.partsmaster.com   ©2012 NCH Corp.     SS14200007

Code Description     
575-7-3502  Wear-Flex™ 3500 self-leveling repair 

compound, 400 ml
876-1-series  Unloader™ cut-off wheel
878-4-series Z-Disk™ HPT premium flap disk
   
Accessories     
575-7-3512 Dispensing gun, hand operated, 400ml
575-7-3530  Additional threaded mixing tips for  

400ml cartridge

Additional Applications

 

Cost Savings Summary 
 

Date: April 2012 
Repair Problem: Bellows Activated Sorting Tray Repair 
Customer Type: Freight/Package Distribution 

Original Repair Procedure and Result: 
Belts with broken trays were disassembled and shipped to the manufacturer for service.  It 
took about 3 hours to disassemble, remove, replace and reassemble a belt section that 
includes 8 trays.  The belt manufacturer would only replace rips on the belt or the bellows for 
a fee of about $1000 per belt section.  Tray repair was done by a 3rd party after the belt was 
removed from service at a cost of about $100 per tray.  Belt removal was cumbersome and 
the belt was difficult to package and prone to damage in shipment.  Total belt downtime 
depended on the speed of repairs provided by both the belt manufacturer and the company 
used for tray repair.  

Estimated Cost of Original Repair Procedure: $2,040 

Alternative Repair Procedure with Partsmaster Products and Results: 
Repair damaged sorting trays without removing the belt section by applying new trays over 
the damaged ones using Wear-Flex 3500 self-leveling compound.  Cut the raised edge from 
broken trays and roughen the top surface of each.  Roughen the bottom surface of the 
replacement trays.  Clean the tray and belt surfaces thoroughly with a vacuum to remove 
debris.  Dispense Wear-Flex compound in an “X” and cross pattern on the broken tray and 
set the replacement tray on top.  Use a weight to hold the tray in place while. This procedure 
allows for repairing only specific trays or all 8 trays on a single belt section.  Repair time is 
only 2 hours for 8 trays.  A single cartridge of Wear-Flex 3500 compound is generally enough 
to repair all trays in a belt section. 

Estimated Cost Using Partsmaster Products: $  358 

Additional Comments: 
Savings estimate based on repairing a single belt section, so actual savings will be larger 
given the number of sections being repaired with this method.  This facility has 24 belts / 192 
sorting trays.  

Estimated Savings: $  1,682 

Estimated Overall Savings: $40,368 
 
 

ApplICATIoN SToRY

ApplICATIoN STEpS



  WEAR-FlEx™ 3500 SElF-lEvElINg CompoUND

Cut away the raised lip or edges from the perimeter of 
the sorting tray using an Unloader™ cut-off wheel and a 
small die grinder. Mark where the cutting will occur by 
scratching layout lines strategically placed to prevent 

cutting the bellows below the tray.

Smooth the rough cut lip/edge with Z-Disk™ HPT 
premium flap disk.

Remove the shiny glaze from the top surface of the 
trimmed tray with Z-Disk HPT premium flap disk.

Remove the shiny glaze from the back side of a  
new tray with Z-Disk HPT premium flap disk to  

improve bond strength.

Clean the trimmed tray thoroughly to remove all dust/
debris. Vacuum tray surface and edges with a shop vac 

until all loose particles are removed.

Apply Wear-Flex 3500 self-leveling compound to the 
trimmed tray. Dispense in a line about 1” in from  
the edge and in an “X” pattern and “+” pattern  

in the middle.

Place the replacement sorting tray on top of the 
trimmed tray. Slide the replacement tray side-to-side 
and front-to-back to spread the contact surface area 

before aligning.  Be sure to use a spacer (like a piece of 
cardboard) to maintain the required clearance between 

the tray and the conveyor edge.

Place a heavy object onto the tray to prevent movement 
and to maintain constant contact between the trays 

while curing. Multiple repairs can be done at the same 
time to minimize belt downtime.

Removed Edge

Raised Edge

New
Tray

New tray with 
glaze removed


